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ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC 
EVALUATION OF PR



PULMONARY REGURGITATION

• Trace to mild PR, similar to TR, is a common finding and 
reported to occur in almost 75% of the population and is of 
little hemodynamic significance. 

• The primary goal of imaging is to identify and assess abnormal 
degrees of PR, its etiology, and effect on cardiac structure and 

function.



A. Anatomy and General Imaging 
Considerations

• The PV is a semilunar valve with three cusps, located anterior and superior to the 

aortic valve. The PV cusps are thinner than those of the aortic valve. 

• In the normal heart, the PA arises from a muscular infundibulum and therefore 

lacks fibrous continuity with the TV.

• The plane of the PV is orthogonal to that of the aortic valve.

• In addition to visualizing the valvular anatomy, the aims of imaging should include 

inspection of the RVOT, pulmonary annulus, main PA and proximal branches. 

• The annulus and main PA may be dilated in patients with pulmonary hypertension 

and connective tissue disorders and in some patients with congenital heart 

disease.





B. Etiology and Pathology

• Primary PR due to abnormal PV leaflets is more common in 
congenital heart disease and after balloon valvuloplasty for 
pulmonic stenosis than acquired valve disease. 

• Significant acquired PR is rare, occurring in <1% of patients, 
and is present in adults with pathologies such as rheumatic 
heart disease, endocarditis, carcinoid valve disease, or 
pergolide-induced disease.

• Rarely blunt chest trauma can lead to leaflet disruption and 
prolapse.

• Secondary PR is most common in patients with elevated PA 
pressure, although the volume of regurgitation is usually 
small. 

• By definition, the PV leaflets are normal with secondary PR.



C. Right Ventricular Remodeling

• Significant primary PR leads to an enlargement of the 
RV with preserved RV function and a volume overload 
pattern of the septum. Chronic severe PR may lead to 
RV dysfunction. 

• However, RV dilation by itself is not a specific sign of 
significant PR since it can result from a number of 
conditions, so it is important to correlate RV dilation 
with the severity of PR by Doppler.

• In secondary PR, RV dilation and function as well as 
septal motion relate more to the underlying disease 
state (e.g., pulmonary hypertension severity) than to 
the degree of PR, which is usually at most moderate.



D. Echocardiographic Evaluation of PR 
Severity

• The minor degrees of PR are common and 
have no clinical impact, and the low incidence 
of clinically significant PR in the adult.

• Most of the concepts for quantifying AR are 
applied to PR.





1. Color Flow Doppler

• Color Doppler 
assessment of PR 
severity includes 

• proximal jet width

• color jet area

• Jet length.





1. Color Flow Doppler
• A jet length of <10 mm is considered to represent insignificant PR, 

particularly if narrow at the origin.
• The jet area has been related to various degrees of PR at 

angiography; however, significant overlap is seen, and it can be 
difficult to measure reproducibly.

• The proximal jet width (VC) is probably the most widely used 
semiqualitative color Doppler method. 

• The VCW of the PR is commonly expressed as a ratio relative to the 
PV annulus diameter.

• It is important to note that in severe PR with normal PA pressures 
(e.g., primary PR), the color jet can be difficult to detect as the PR 
jet velocities are low, laminar, and brief in duration due to rapid 
equilibration of pressures across the PV. 

• In secondary PR with pulmonary hypertension, the jet is aliased, of 
high velocity, and usually holodiastolic.



2. Pulsed and Continuous Wave 
Doppler

• The density of the CW signal provides a qualitative measure of 
regurgitation. 

• The CW pattern seen in mild PR shows a soft or faint signal with 
slow deceleration.

• In contrast, severe PR has a dense jet with rapid deceleration of the 
velocity due to the rapid equilibration of the diastolic pressure 
gradient between the PA and RV .

• This ‘‘to-and fro’’ flow across the PV shows a characteristic ‘‘sine 
wave’’ shape. 

• It is important to note that rapid deceleration by itself is not specific 
for severe PR and can be seen in conditions with decreased RV 
compliance.

• Judging the severity of PR in these situations will depend on color 
Doppler characteristics of the PR jet and comparative flow 
considerations.



2. Pulsed and Continuous Wave 
Doppler

• Few indices have been proposed to quantitate the deceleration of 
the PR velocity and its premature diastolic termination.  

• A pressure  half-time of <100 msec (or deceleration time of < 260 
msec) has been shown to be consistent with severe PR.

• A PR index has also been suggested, calculated as the ratio of PR 
duration by CWD to total diastolic time .

• An additional sign of severe PR by pulsed Doppler is the presence of 
reverse flow in the PA.

• The presence of diastolic flow reversal in the branch pulmonary 
arteries had a sensitivity and specificity of 87% for severe PR.

• It is important to visualize and sample flow in the branch pulmonary 
arteries and not just in the main PA.



PR INDEX



3. Quantitative Doppler

• Quantitative pulsed Doppler methods can be used to 
measure PR RVol and fraction. 

• The RVOT, however, is probably the most difficult site 
to measure SV because of its poor visualization and the 
changing size of the RVOT during the cardiac cycle.

• The RVOT is measured during early ejection (two to 
three frames after the R wave on the 
electrocardiogram) just below the PV in the parasternal 
short-axis view.

• Although not validated for quantitation of PR, flows in 
the RVOT can be compared to other sites to derive RVol
and fraction.
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